BROXTON BRIDGE NIGHT RIDERS ENDURANCE CLINICS

Friday Starting 8:45 AM July 22nd

and September 2-3, 2022 at BB: Moonlight Madness

We have some new people coming into our endurance community and it would be a
great time to offer Endurance 101 and Endurance 102 clinics at our next two Broxton
Bridge events in Ehrhardt, SC. We will also work on connecting current AERC
members with newcomers (AERC defines a ‘green bean’ as a rider that has not
completed 1000 miles) geographically close to each other.

Since these are NIGHT RIDES, we are hosting a clinic Friday morning. **Anyone
entered in the ride at any distance on either day may come free of charge. People
wishing to come for the clinic only there is a nominal feed of $55 to cover costs.
Hint: this is the SAME fee as for one INTRO ride.** People close by may come for the
Friday clinic and then come back Saturday afternoon for an intro ride with their horse!

We are finalizing the sessions and panelists. The overall plan is to have two concurrent
panel sessions that are approximately 45 minutes long followed by Questions from the
audience. We may offer clinics more than one time slot. Potential topics focus on:

1. What a vet is looking for during the initial vet inspection and vet checks during
   the ride? What is ‘fit to continue’ and do we follow this rule?
2. Best practices: How to best present your horse in the vet check
3. What do you need at the arrival point and during the holds?
4. Electrolytes – so many available, what are the critical components?
5. Camping with your horse – safety first!
6. Assessing your horse’s restrictions in connective tissues - Lauren Lukert

The clinics are followed by lunch and then our ‘green beans’ can scribe for the
veterinarians during vet in for the evening rides to apply the concepts learned during the
panel Q&A sessions. It’s also a good time to ask questions between horses.

For clinic registration, please email **USASEENDURANCE@gmail.com** and put CLINIC
in the subject area. This is separate from the online registration at
www.rideentry.org/Broxton where you register for the ride – although in the comments
area, please put CLINIC